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I. Should I Use Blackboard or a Web Site?  
Ask Yourself a Few Fundamental Questions 

Before you decide which method is best, you should ask yourself a few fundamental questions.     

1. Do you plan to post an extensive amount of instructional content for your students?   “Extensive” 
refers to more than just a few course syllabi.   Posting a course syllabus to a Web site is one thing; 
posting numerous pages of course content is a much more significant issue. 

a. If the answer is that I’m only going to post one or more class syllabi, then a Web site is fine. 
b. However it you’re going to be uploading handouts, course rubrics; lecture notes; etc…, you 

should be using Blackboard.   Maintaining (and protecting) your course materials can take a 
significant amount of your time when those materials are posted on a “open” Web site 
versus being hosted on a “password protected” system like Blackboard. 
 

2. Are you worried that individuals not enrolled in your course will be able to “re-use” your course 
materials?   Essentially, this is an ownership issue and it can also be a security issue.   If this is a 
concern, you should be using Blackboard since all of your course materials are “protected” behind 
the login required to access your course content.    (Note:  more than one MJC instructor has 
reported that his/her course content has been used without their consent.) 
 

3. Are you worried about protecting the privacy of your students?   The FIRPA law mandates that 
student privacy be safeguarded.   If you plan on uploading any student work for the purposes of 
“peer review”, you should definitely use Blackboard.   You can certainly upload student work to a 
course web site and remove it when the course is done.  However, you may not be aware of the 
fact that Google and other search providers, make html copies of all these files!  Despite taking the 
originals off of your site, copies of the work exist and are freely available on the web.   This can 
result in a FIRPA violation leading to a phone call from an unhappy student or worse – an attorney.    
Also, you should never use a Web-based discussion tool that is not protected behind a password 
since these discussions are available on the web as well.   Using Blackboard protects the privacy of 
your students such that only those enrolled in the class are able to see course-related discussion 
materials. 
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Still Unsure of Which Way to Go? 

Not sure what tools are available for use in Blackboard?   Here are some examples of what you can do 
using Blackboard: 

1. All course materials can be easily copied from one semester to the next when using Blackboard.   
Therefore, you are much less likely to lose any course materials.  This includes all course handouts; 
assignments; discussions; exams; etc… The system is automatically backed-up each night and the 
entire system is “mirrored” on another server. 

2. Your students are automatically enrolled in your specific section just prior to the start of the 
semester.   Only your students can see your course content. 

3. All course-related mail is contained with the mail system enclosed within each Blackboard course 
environment.   This de-clutters your campus Inbox and removes the emails sent from sexy-
girl@yahoo.com asking course-related questions.  You also never have to worry about  losing or 
mis-placing course-related email. 

4. Blackboard contains numerous new Web 2.0 tools such as Wikis; Blogs and Virtual Classrooms.   
These are much harder to integrate when using a Web site.   

5. Blackboard has a very dynamic grade-book built in that allows you to post your course grades so 
that only the student sees their own grade.   No more posting a sheet in the classroom using the w# 
as the identifier.   

6. Blackboard has a unique ability to automatically alert you when students fall below a certain class 
grade or if they haven’t been participating for a period of time.   You can even set these “alerts” so 
students themselves are notified via email; Facebook; Twitter; when there are problems in the 
class. 

7. Blackboard allows students to collaborate using the “group tool”.   In addition, students can do 
“peer-review” within their groups among other things. 

 

Frequently Asked Questions 

Here are some other commonly asked questions or misconceptions about the use of Blackboard; 

• I’m not teaching an online or hybrid course so I can’t use Blackboard.    Every faculty member at 
MJC can use Blackboard – even those teaching traditional face-to-face courses! 

• Can I simply roll-over my course if I’m going to re-use my course content in the next semester?  Yes, 
but if you’re teaching a traditional face-to-face course, you will need to request a new 
“enhancement” course environment each semester.  It takes just a few minutes to request a new 
course environment using a form hosted on the MJC Web site.   Course materials can be easily 
copied from the “old” course to the “new” course. 
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• I’ve heard that Blackboard is hard to learn!   Learning Blackboard does require some work – but 
then learning to create Web-content and use a Web-editor or content management system takes 
time as well.   Also, help is available in the form of a large and growing community of faculty 
colleagues using Blackboard.  Currently, there are more than 200 faculty at MJC using Blackboard.   
The Coordinator of Distance Education and Instructional technology is also available to help faculty 
interested in learning to use Blackboard.    There’s also a Blackboard Help Desk available for 
students when they need help.   This resource is available at least 40 hours/week. 

Please take a few minutes to reflect on the issues presented above before you make a decision on which 
route to go.   Maintaining a complex Web site can be very time-consuming, challenging and it can be very 
limiting in terms of allowing you to do “instructionally-related” activities.    Some faculty love the technical 
challenges related to maintaining their own college Web site.  However, most faculty prefer to spend less 
time maintaining a Web site and more time teaching.   If you’re among the later group, you should strongly 
consider using Blackboard.    

 

Where to Get Help 

Contact Jim Clarke at 575-6281 or at clarkej@mjc.edu.   

Resources for faculty using Blackboard (formerly known as WebCT) 
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